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: -makoids a~ e set q stem< S = (I’, .‘i), where k IS a finite WI and H # .i” C 33 V ), &aracLeriLed 
by 1111: c,ktence of a go eedy algorithm for ~olwng any oprimi7ation prtrhlcm ma?.( 2: (w(.c): .t t ,Y): 
X t ,i) for II E K I. Matroids are sprual caws of , -matroids. 
This paper qrudws some relarionq bctwccn matchings and 2. -matloids, extending result\ ot 
Brunldi and hrngdahl for matroid5. Vv’c bhuw that the blossom algorithm for a maximum mat- 
ching of a graph G ovr’~ the icrlcx set C’cau be adapted to find J. matching hf mnumlzing !: (W Y): 
Y iv saturated by M) for any WE 7’. Finall\f thr induction of a L:-marroid by ;I hipartirc graph 
and the union of :‘,-matloids xfill be defined as ior matroldr;. 
1. Greedy algorithm and ii-matroids 
I.et S=(V,&) be a set system, I/ a finite set and 61#:% C.+‘(V). We denote by 
Sep(_X, 1’) the boolean function defined for any X, YE I’, Xn Y=O, such that 
Sep(X: Y) is true if’ and only if there exists F-C 9 satisfying XL Fand FfI Y= G1. We 
say that F sqxrrute.~ (X, I’1 and that Sep is the .separution orocle for S. If S is an 
independence system (YCXE.9 implies YE 3), then wc notice that Scp(X: k’) is 
true if and only if XE & If d is the base set of a matroid M, then Sep(X, Y) is true 
if and only if A’ is an independent set of IW and Y is an independent set of IV*, the 
dual of 114. 
We recall that ,% is the base set of a matroid if and only if it satisfies the following 
axiom. 
The set system S is called a LI-rrzatr-oid if $ satisfies the following axiom, 
Symmetric Exchange Axiom. For X’, X”EFF, for SEX A A”‘, there exists YE 
21” ii X” such ihal X’ LL {.u,_v} E&E 
* Partially supported by PRC Mathematques et Informatique. I‘hlS research was initiarcd BI lhc 
Marhrmatlcal LIepartment of (Carleton IJnlvcrsity, Ottawa. 
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We make the convention throughout his paper to identify any matro id M with 
the set system (V,,#;) where ;~ is the base set of  M. In this sense, any malro id is 
a / '~-matroid. ~'E-matroids are introduced in [2]. 
Where we ~l ,  let P-P(V , ;G  w) be the opt imizat ion problem whose sohit ion is 
any t=e,y7 maximizing w(F) : -  ~ (w(x): ,veF) .  We sort V as ~)l, u2 . . . . .  t),, so that 
Iw0)l)[-> Iw(u2)-> --' -> iw(u,,)l, and we construct the subset G-G(w)  c_ V by the 
fol lowing algor ithm 
begin 
X: -0 ;  Y : -O ;  
for i : -  1 to n do 
begin 
if w(~)i)_>O and Sep(X+ ~)i, Y) then X : -  X+ ui; 
if w(ui)<O and Sep(X, Y+ui) (hen Y : -  Y+t# 
end; 
G:= XU{t ) :  w(u)<0 and r)e V \ Y} 
end 
The preceding algor ithm is called the greedy algorithm appl ied to P. We point out 
that in the case where S is an independence system and we ~>~, the present greedy 
algor i thm is identical to the usual one. 
Proposition 1.1 [2]. G(w) is an optimal solution of P(V, ;~ w),/or evet:v w c ~,~l ~/. 
and only ~/" S = ( V, :5 ) is" a 5',~ -malroid. 
Edmonds used the greedy algor i thm to derive a set of  inequalities describing the 
convex hull of  the characterist ic vectors of the independent sets of a matroid.  A 
similar method has been used by Cunningham [4] for G-matro ids .  More precisely 
let S - ( V, ,',-) be a / ' , -matro id.  We let IR I -  {x -  (x,, : ~ e V): x,, e jr,}. For x e D i and 
A_c V we let x(A) ~(x,,: ueA) .  The polyhedron P( ;¢)  is the convex hull of  
{x: x e ~ l  and there exists Fe  :~r such that x , , -1  if u ¢F  and x,. 0 if t)¢ F I . Let 
D(V) -{ (P ,Q) :  P, Qc_ v, PC IQ-O},  and for any (P ,Q)eD(V) le t  
g(P ,Q)=max( IPOF  I + IQOFI: F~:'~), 
where F -  V \ f'. 
Theorem 1.2 (Cunningham [4]). l fS  (V, ;~r) is a 2~-matroid then P(;~ 
ed by the set qf  inequalities: 
x (P ) -x (Q)<_g(P ,Q) -  Q], (P ,Q)eD(V) .  
Moreover the preceding set of  inequalities is totally dual integral. 
is describ- 
Appl icat ions of  the preceding reedy algorithm are given in [2]. In this paper we 
consider appl icat ions of  / : -mat ro ids  to matchings of  a graph. 
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2. Matching A-matroid 
Let G=(V,E)  be a simple graph. A subset W_c V is matchable if the induced 
subgraph G[W] has a perfect matching. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  all is the set of  the matchable sets of  a simple graph G=(V,E) ,  
then S=(V,,ffff) is a A-matroid. 
Proof.  Let X and X '  be two matchable subsets of G, and let M (M') be a perfect 
matching of G[X] (G[X']). Any xeX A X '  is saturated by precisely one of the 
matchings M and M'.  Therefore if H is the subgraph of G defined on the edge set 
M A M', the component of H which contains x is a chain C with one end equal to 
x. l f y  is the other end of C, then it is easy to verify that M A C is a perfect matching 
of the induced subgraph G[X A {x,y}]. Thus ,/ff satisfies the Symmetric Exchange 
Axiom. [] 
The set j7 for a A-matroid S = (V,,~) plays with respect o the greedy algorithm 
the same role as the base set of a matroid. Thus we may ask whether an intersection 
problem can also be solved efficiently. More precisely, if we consider two A- 
matroids S'=(V,,~7') and S" - (V , ,~ ' ) ,  the intersection problem is to minimize 
IF'AF" I for F 'e ,~ '  and F"e@".  This problem cannot be solved efficiently in 
general. Indeed let V be the vertex set of a graph G whose edge set is a perfect mat- 
ching, and let M be an arbitrary matroid on V. If ,~-' is the set of the matchable sets 
of G (then S' is a A-matroid by Theorem 2.1), and if ,~-" is the set of the bases of 
M, than it is easy to see that the intersection problem is equivalent o the parity 
problem on the matroid M, and Lovfisz [8] proved that it cannot be efficiently 
solved in general. 
3. Matchable set of maximum weight 
Let G- (V ,  E) be a simple graph, and let ,.¢/ be the set of the matchable sets 
of G. The following optimization problem has been considered by Balas and 
Pulleyblank [1]. For we~ v, find Xe,/ff  maximizing w(X). Since (V,,Jff) is a 
A-matroid we can use the greedy algorithm of the preceding section. 
For X, Yc_ V, XN Y=0, Sep(X, Y) is true if and only if there exists a matching 
M of G which saturates the vertices of X and no vertex of Y. With any graph H 
is associated a matroid, Match(H), introduced by Edmonds [5], whose independent 
sets are the sets of vertices which can be saturated by some matching of H. Thus 
Sep(X, Y) is true if and only if X is an independent set of Match(H), where 
H=G[V\  Y]. 
The algorithm can actually be implemented by maintaining the subset X, the 
subgraph H= G[V\  Y], and a matching M of H which saturates X. At each step 
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i -  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  we have to consider an element o i= t~¢XU Y and to check either if 
Sep(X+~,Y)  is true or Sep(X ,Y+v)  is true depending on w(v)>0 or w(v)<0 
respectively. If we have to check whether Sep(X+ v, Y) is true, we have to search 
for a matching M'  of  H which saturates X+ ~. If v is a lready saturated by M, all 
is done with M ' -M.  Otherwise if M"  is the submatching of  M induced on X, we 
have to search for an alternating chain F"  w.r.t.  M" beginning at v and ending at 
an unsaturated vertex, w say. If F "  is found and w is saturated by an edge 
e eM\  M"  then let F -F"U  {e}, otherwise let F-F" .  Finally let X-X+t~ and 
M= (M\  F) U (F \  M).  If F" does not exist we leave X unchanged. To search for 
F" we can use an adaptat ion  of  Edmonds '  blossom algor i thm [5], for example the 
one described by Lov~isz and P lummet  [9] by growing a blossom tree w.r.t. M"  
rooted at v, which gives a complexity equal to O(I V:[). If we have to check whether 
Sep(X, Y+ ~J) is true and ~ is unsaturated by M, then we let Y -  Y+ v and H H-  ~. 
If vw is an edge of  M which saturates v, we let X -X  w, M= M-  vw, I t -  H -  t~, 
and we solve the same problem as in the first case. 
Final ly the overall complexity of the greedy algor ithm is O(] I/~ ) like for the 
blossom algor ithm adapted by Lovt'~sz and P lummet.  We notice that if we  I~'~, the 
greedy algor ithm finds a maximum matching and uses an ordering Vl, ~2 . . . . .  t~,, im- 
posed by the weight function w. 
4. Fundamenlal graphs and Brualdi's lheorem 
Let S=(V , ,~)be  a /,,-matroid. For every Pc_ V let J ~ P -{ /=2:  P:  b 'e ;~ }, and 
S/L P -  ( V, ; f  / .  P). Clearly ,~7 ~ p satisfies the Symmetr ic Exchange Axiom. The 
~-matro id  S ~ P is said to be equivalent o S. If ,~- is the base set of  a matroid 
then ;V / V is the base set of tile dual matro id,  so that a matroid and its dual are 
equivalent in the theory of  / . , -matroids.  
The /~-matroid S is even if all the subsets in ;~ have cardinal it ies of the same pari- 
ty. This is the case, for example, it" ,~- is the base set of  a matro id.  There are 
. '~-matroids which are not even (see [2]). In this paper we consider only even 
-matroids.  
Let Xe ;~.  The fundamental graph of X is the simple graph F= Fd(X)  on the 
vertex set Vand the edge set {&v: {x,y} e Jr 3x X}.  l f ;~  is the base set of  a matroid,  
then Fd(X)  is the bipart ite graph whose color classes are Xand V \  X and such that 
for each we V \  X, {w} O {~¢X:  vw is an edge of  Fd(X)} is the fundamental  circuit 
contained in XU {w}. 
A theorem of Brualdi [3] says that if X and X '  are two bases of  a matro id then 
there exists a bi jection b:X \X ' -+X '  \X  such that X ± {x,b(x)} is a base for 
every xeX \ X ' .  In other terms, Brualdi 's  theorem says that X ~'~ X '  is matchable 
in Fd(X  ). We generalize this result to even ~-matro ids .  For that we use the fol low- 
ing theorem of Tutte [10], where an odd component  of  a graph is a component  
whose number of  vertices is odd. 
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Tutte's Theorem. A simple graph G has a perfect matching if and only if for every 
A c_ V(G), the subgraph induced on V(G) \ A has no more odd components than 
IAI. 
Theorem 4.1. I f  S=(V, ,~)  is an even A-matroid and X ,X 'e ,~,  then X A X '  is 
matchable in Fd(X). 
Proof. Let U=XA X '  and G=Fd(X)[U].  We prove by induction on k=+lUI 
that G has a perfect matching. This is obvious for k_< 1. Thus we suppose k> 1. We 
consider also G'=Fd(X')[UI .  
Every edge e'=xy of G' is such that {x,y} e,~- A X' ,  and so we can find X"e~ 
satisfying X'  A X"= {x,y}. We have X ~ X"=(X  A X ' )  A (X'  A X") = U-  {.~;y}, 
which impies [X A X"  I =2k-2 .  By induction X ~ X"  is a matchable subset of 
Fd(X). Therefore we can find a matching C(e') of G which saturates U-{x ,y} .  
Similarly for each edge e = zt of G it is possible to find a matching C(e) of G' which 
saturates U-  {z, t}. 
We claim that no vertex x of G (G') is isolated. Indeed let us apply the Symmetric 
Exchange Axiom to the A-matroid S A X, the subsets Y=t3 and Y'= U which 
belong to 2j7 ~ X, and xe  Y~ Y'. Then there exists an element ye  Y~ Y' such 
that Y ~ {x,y} = {x,y} e,~7 ± X, which means that xy is an edge of Fd(X). This im- 
plies in particular that the edge set of G' is nonempty. If we consider any edge e' 
of G', we get a matching C(e') of G with k -1  edges. Therefore the maximum 
number, o:'(G), of edges in a matching of G is at least k -  1. 
Let us consider an arbitrary subset A c_ U, the odd components O~, O 2 ..... Oq of 
G[U\A] ,  and let us suppose that IA! <q.  The condition a ' (G)_>k- I  implies 
q <- IAI + 2. But we have 0 = I U] =/A ] + q (mod 2), so that q = IA I + 2. Therefore if 
M is any matching of G satisfying IM] = k - 1, the two vertices of G unsaturated by 
M belong to two distinct odd components among 05, 02 .....  Oq. This holds in par- 
ticular for M=C(e ' )  where e'=xy is any edge of G'. Since no vertex of G' is 
isolated, this implies that IAI = 0, q = 2, U= O l U 02, and G' is a bipartite graph on 
the color classes O1 and 02 . If xl is a vertex of 01 and el =xlyl is an edge of G (no 
vertex of G is isolated) then the existence of the matching C(e 1) in the bipartite 
graph G' implies Io21=1O, l-2. Exchanging the roles of O I and 02, we get 
IO5[= IO~i-2,  a contradiction, therefore [A]>_ q. Tutte's Theorem implies that a 
has a perfect matching, rJ 
Let us recall that we identify every matroid M on a set V with the ~-matroid 
(V, 3*-) where ~ is the base set of M. 
Corollary 4.2. Let S be a/5-matroid and let F be a fundamental graph orS. Ther 
S is equivalent o a matroid i f  and only i f  F is bipartite. 
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Proof. The necessary condition is obvious. Conversely let S= (V, ,~), F= Fd(X),  B 
be a color class of  F, ,~=,~r ~ (X2 ,  B) and M=(V, ,~) .  We have Be JB  and 
F= Fd(B) w. r . t .M.  Therefore for every B 'e  ,~, B l ~ B' is matchable in F. This im- 
plies IB[ -- IB'! because F is  bipartite and B is a color class of  F. All the feasible sets 
of  the ~-matro id  Mare  equicardinal, and so it is clear that the Symmetric Exchange 
Axiom implies the Exchange Axiom. [1 
5. Uniquely matchable sets and Krogdahl's Theorem 
We shall say that a subset Y of  the vertices of  a simple graph F is uniquely mat- 
chable if F [  Y] has one and only one perfect matching. The following is an extension 
of  a result proved by Krogdahl [7] for matroids. 
Theorem 5.1. I f  F -  Fd(X) is a fundamental graph o f  a ?,-matroid S -  ( V, ,~) and 
Y is a uniquely matchable set o f  F, then X / '  Y e ,.Y. 
The proof  will use the following lemma which is stated as [9, Exercise 8.6.8]. 
Lemma 5.2. I f  a graph has one and only one perfect matching M, then it has an 
isthmus which belongs to M. 
Proof  of Theorem 5.1. We proceed by induction on k "l Y I The property is ob- 
vious for k< 1. We suppose l Y! >_4. We let Y -  Y' U {y',y"} U Y" with y'y"  an 
isthmus of F lY ]  which belongs to its perfect matching, and each of the subsets 
Y 'U{y '}  and Y"U{y"} which is an union of  components of  F[Y]  when the 
isthmus y 'y"  is deleted. Moreover we suppose Y":~0, which is possible because 
]Y_>4.  The subsets Q= Y 'U  Y" and R-  Y 'U  {y',y"} are uniquely matchable and 
satisfy ~lQ] <k  and ~iRI <k  (because Y":~0); therefore they belong by induction 
to ;~ ?' X. The Symmetric Exchange Axiom applied to Q, R e ,~,- 2, X, y 'e  Q / .  R = 
Y"U{y ' ,y"}  implies the existence of an element :."e Y"U{y ' ,y"}  such that 
S=Q 2, {y',z"} e :~ ~ X. If :;" y" we have S -  Y, and our property is proved. If 
z "4 :y" then  S -  Y 'U{y '}U(Y" -z" ) .  In F[S],  Y" 7."is a union of  components 
and its cardinality is odd, which implies that F[S] has no perfect matching. Since 
S e ,~ /',, X, S is matchable in F by Theorem 4.1, a contradiction. ] 
6. Inducing ~-matroids by bipartite graphs and unions 
Let S-(V,,.,~-) be a set system and let G be a bipartite graph whose color classes 
are V and a disjoint set V'. The set system induced by S and G is S ' - (V ' ,  ,~ ') defin- 
ed by ,~7' = {F' :  F '  c_ V' and FU F '  is matchable in G for some Fe  j7 }. For example 
it is known that jT'  is the independent set of  a matroid if ,~ is [11, Theorem 2, p. 
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120]. We prove in this section that S'  is a A -matro id  if S is a A -matro id .  This result 
is a general izat ion of  the preceding one. Indeed for ~- to be the independent set of  
a matro id ,  it is necessary and sufficient that S is a A -matro id  and (i) Xc_ Ye  
= Xe@ [2, Section 6]. Thus if ~ is the independent set of  a matro id,  S'  will be 
a A -matro id  and (i) will imply (i ') X '  c_ Y'  e @'  = X '  e @ ', so that o~' will actually 
be the independent set of  a matroid.  
Theorem 6.1. I f  S' = ( V', @ ') is a set system induced by a A -matroid S = ( V, z~ ) and 
a bipartite graph G, then S' is also a A-matroid.  
Proof. Let FI', F2' ~ ~" ', and let x '  ~ F(  A F2'. We prove the existence of  an element 
y '6F(  A F~ such that F (  A {x' ,y '} 6@' .  
For  i = 1, 2 there is a matching M i of G such that V(Mi) f3 V'  = F i' and V(Mi) ('1 
V=F ie@.  Let d be the set of  the alternate chains w.r.t .  Ml and M 2. Clearly 
FI' A F 2 (respectively F l A F2) is the set of  the ends in V' (respectively V) of  the 
chains of  d .  In part icular x'  is an end of  some chain Ced .  
Case 1. The length o f  C is even. The other end of  C, y '  say, belongs to V'. Let 
FI"=FI'A {x;y '} .  The matching Pl =MI A C is such that V(p l )A  V=F1 and 
v(~j )A  . . . . .  V =F¿ .  ThereforeF¿ ~,~",  and the Symmetric Exchange Ax iom is 
satisfied. 
Case 2. The length o f  C is odd. The second end of  C, x say, belongs to V. Let 
xeF  i, i=  1 or i=2 ,  and let j=3- i  (so that {Fi, Fj} = {FI,F2} ). We denote by 4/' 
the set of  all the sequences = @o, vl . . . . .  VZk), k>_O, satisfying the fol lowing pro- 
perties: 
(i) 00, 01 . . . . .  OZk are pairwise distinct; 
(ii) Vo=X; 
(iii) V2p ~ and V2v are the ends of  a chain of  d ,  l<_p<_k; 
(iv) U :Fi A {v0, vl . . . . .  v2~_ j} ~ o~. 
The set 5 ° is nonempty because it contains (x). We suppose that s is a sequence of  
maximal  length in 5 °. Apply ing the Symmetr ic Exchange Ax iom to Fi k, F je  @ and 
o2, eFi  k A Fj, we can f ind v2k+l ¢Fi* A Fj such that Fff +1 =Fi k A {02k , 02k+l } e,~'. We 
notice that v2, +1 cannot belong to {v0, vj . . . . .  Vz, l} because this subset is included 
in F i A ~,  but it is possible that v2k+l =Vzk. In any case we have Fi k+l =~ A {v0, 
t)l . . . . .  VZk + 1 }. If VZX + 1 ~ VZk, then the alternate chain D e ~ '  which admits t)zx + 1 as 
an end cannot have its second end in V since otherwise by taking this second end 
as v2k+2, we should construct a sequence (v0, v~ . . . . .  u2,+2) ¢ 5 ° longer than s. Thus 
in this case the second end of  D, z '  say, belongs to V'. Let E be the set of  edges 
which belong to any alternate chain in d having at least one end in {Vo, V~, 
. . . .  t)2k + j }, and let/11 = M1 A E. We have V(/al) 7 /V= Fi k + 1 E ,3~. If OZk + 1 = V2k, then 
we have V(jal)(3 V '= F 1' \ {x'}, so that the Symmetric Exchange Ax iom holds with 
y '=x ' .  I f  OZk+l#:OZk,  then we have V( / t00  V'=F I 'A  {x',z '},  so that the Sym- 
metric Exchange Ax iom holds with y '= z'. 
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The union o f  two set systems Si - (V , ;~ l )  and S2=(V,,~v2) is the set system 
S IUS2:S : (V , ,~  ) defined by ,°/7 ={FI  UF2: Fl e,~l, / ; -2G J2 ,  El ( - '1/72=0}. If "#:l 
and ,~2 are independent sets of  matroids, then it is known that ;~7 is also the in- 
dependent set of  a matroid [11, p. 121], and the operation is actually known as a 
union of  matroids. 
Corol lary 6.2. The union o f  two &-matro ids  is a ,:E-/natroid. 
Proof .  We usethe above notation and we let (Wi, ~i) be a copy o fS  i for i=1 ,2 .  
We suppose that W i C~ 14~-0 and we let :~= {G 1U G2: G/e ~i, i= 1,2}. We easily 
verify that S = (14/ W 1U 14/:, ~g) is a zE-matroid. We define the bipartite graph (3 
on the color classes Wand V, and on the edge set U({wll;,tQ~)}: ~e V, w t and w~ 
are the copies of v in W 1 and W~). The set system induced by (W, ~.q) and G is equal 
to S, and it is a ~-matro id  by Theorem 6.1. [ ] 
Example 6.3. Let H - (V ,E )  be a simple graph. For each eeE le t  S e=(V,,~,) be 
the / ' , -matroid where ;~,= {0, {x: x is an end of e}}. Then we easily verify that 
U(S,: eeE)  is the matching /~,,-matroid of  H. 
Remark 6.4. In some applications, equivalent /~-matroids play similar roles. This 
is no longer true for the union. If we consider two ~-matro ids  S I and S" respec- 
tively equivalent o S i and S:,  then S~ U S~ is not necessarily equivalent o S l U $2. 
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